EL2111 Historical Variation in English
Tutorial No. 7
1. Respond to these statements: indicate the extent of your (dis)agreement and give reasons for your view.
(a) All languages have standard varieties.
(b) Varieties that are not standard are sub-standard and erroneous.
(c) The standard variety carries with it great prestige.
(d) The standard variety is the one supported by the government, the school and examination system, and used in
important writings like religious texts and dictionaries
(e) Standard English can be spoken with many different accents.
(f) The purest variety is usually the one chosen as the standard.
2. Attempt a definition of a standard language. What do you understand by it having ‘minimal variation in form and
maximal variation in function’?
Which English dialect eventually got selected to become the standard variety? What are the reasons that this
dialect was selected?
3. An important figure in the codification of Standard English is Dr Samuel Johnson, who attempted to write a
definitive dictionary in 1755. Read the following extracts from his Dictionary and answer the questions below. (Watch
out for the ‘long s’ which looks a bit like our <f>.For the whole preface, see
http://www.cie.uce.ac.uk/englishweb/Texts/Samuel%20Johnson/JohnsonPreface/JohnPrefaceHome.htm)
Extract 1

Extract 2

(a) What are his motivations for putting together the Dictionary? (Remember that this was done in a painstaking
manner!)
(b) What seems to have been his guiding principle? Was any help available to him?
(c) Selection entails inclusion and exclusion (whether explicit or implicit). What seems to have been included or
excluded?
4. Examine the following Cockney version of part of the story of Noah and the flood. What would be the problems
with non-standardisms. In the foreword by the former Archbishop of Canterbury, the Cockney version is said to
‘[take] it out of the formal church setting and [put] it back into the marketplace, into the streets, where [the Bible]
originally took place’. Do you agree? (You can try translating this to CSE or Singlish and consider the effect: ‘God then
say to Noah, ‘Eh Noah-ah, you-ah and also your family-ah must go into the big boat, you know …’)
God then said to Noah, ‘OK, me ol’ china. I want you to get into the nanny
1
1 china china plate = mate
with all your family. You are the only geezer in the whole bloomin’ world
2
(rhyming slang)
1, 15, 16 nanny nanny
who does the right thing, that’s why I’m saving you and your family. I want
3
goat = boat
you to take with you seven pairs of each kind of ritually clean animal …, and
4
2 geezer chap, fellow
one pair of each kind of animal that is not clean in a religious sort of way.
5
(slang)
You’re also to take seven pairs of each kind of Richard. I’m asking you to do
6
6-8, 16 Richard Richard
this, Noah, so that every kind of animal and Richard will be kept alive, and
7
the third = bird
then later, they can make lots of other animals and Richards to fill the earth
8
9 Andy Cain = rain
again. Seven days from now, you’re gonna see more Andy Cain than you’ve
9
10 fork fork and knife =
ever seen in your fork; it will keep on raining for forty days and nights and
10
life
every living thing is gonna be done in!’ As ever, Noah did everything that
11
13 Adam-and-Eve =
God had asked ’im to do.
12
Now would you Adam-and-Eve it, Noah was 600 years old when
believe
13
the big flood came. He an’ ’is trouble, an’ ’is currants and their troubles,
14 trouble trouble and
14
went into the great big nanny to be saved from the flood. Males and females
strife = wife
15
14 currants currant buns
of every kind of animal and Richard also went into the nanny with Noah, just
16
like God wanted.
17
= sons
[Mike Coles, The Bible in Cockney: Well bits of it anyway … (London: BRF, 2001), pp. 17–18.]
5. Robert Lowth (1710–87) was well known for his Short Introduction to English Grammar (1762), and went through
many editions in subsequent years and had great influence in what happened in schools, particularly in the USA. His
aim was this: to teach us to express ourselves with propriety in that Language; and to enable us to judge of every phrase and
form of construction, whether it be right or not.
•
•

What are your reactions to some of these ‘rules’?
Two negatives in English destroy one another, or are equivalent to an affirmative.
The preposition is often separated from the Relative which it governs, and joined to the Verb at the end of the
Sentence, or of some member of it: as, ‘Horace is an author, whom I am much delighted with’ … This is an idiom,
which our language is strongly inclined to: it prevails in common conversation, and suits very well with the familiar style
in writing: but the placing of the Preposition before the Relative is more graceful, as well as more perspicuous; and
agrees much better with the solemn and elevated style

Following prescriptive grammar, what would be the problems with these sentences? Are these prescriptive
rules logical?
(a) Neither the pupils nor their teacher are coming.
(b) None of them have the ability to discern between good and evil.
(c) Everyone must make up their own minds about who to support in the elections.
(d) Space: the Final Frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore strange
new worlds; to seek out new life, and new civilisations; to boldly go where no man has gone before.
(e) I didn’t know that it was him who played that dirty trick.

